INTRODUCTION
Best known for their dynamic workshop provision, innovative STEM development
services and cutting edge technical support, the hi-impact consultancy team are now
focusing their efforts on enriching another facet of education; music.
From musical apps to practical performances, hi-impact aim to fully embrace all areas
of the music curriculum; incorporating an extensive variety of music genres,
technologies and instruments into the classroom.
Under the guidance of passionate musicians and educators, hi-impact consultancy
have designed and developed a series of captivating, unique and stimulating music
workshops that effectively combine both musical technology and traditional music
teaching methods into a single fun, engaging service.
The hi-impact team will provide:
Technological resources and expertise to run the workshop
A bespoke plan outlining both the purpose of the session and any preliminary
work that may be required
Suggestions for future tasks
A comprehensive breakdown of the teacher CPD that is covered in the session
Following this experience, staff will have a better understanding of how music can be
a practical and engaging creative outlet for pupils.

“I just wanted to say a big thank you for a very
successful Music Week- there has been lots of
positive feedback from staff and children both in
school and at home! Thanks for all your hard work!”
Devonshire Park Primary School

MUSIC CAROUSEL

(EYFS)

In the Music Carousel workshop, children will improve upon their listening,
vocabulary and coordination skills through compelling and creative methods;
introducing the key elements of rhythm, pitch and dynamics to young learners
through a series of apps and exciting physical activities.
Apps include: Musical Me! Tap a Tune and Tune Train.

MUSIC TECH

(EYFS - KS2)

Fully utilising the wealth of resources at their disposal, hi-impact's consultants will
use this workshop as a means of partnering music-making apps with brand new
music-orientated technology!
Osmo Coding Jam: A STEAM-based experience that promotes creative problem
solving. OSMO Coding Jam uses coding to create music through patterns.
Pupils are able to change the pitch and rhythms by manipulating
the coding pieces and creating loops and sequences.
Specdrums: The power of music is brought to children's
fingertips with Specdrums! Any colour can be changed into
a musical note, sample or loop. Pupils can utilise
classroom equipment, drawings and anything that
has colour to create and play their music.

"hi-impact came into school today and delivered the
music workshops which were brilliant! Additionally,
they also gave me some very useful documents
regarding music and technology, which is currently a
focus for me."
St Bernadette's Primary School

UKULELE FUN

(KS2)

Although your pupils may not have heard of
George Formby, that doesn't mean they can't
learn to play like him!
In this workshop, KS2 children will be given the
opportunity to perform in whole-class ukulele
sessions; playing and collaborating with their
friends, teachers and peers!
In addition to learning how to play, pupils will
also be taught how to care for their instruments;
gaining valuable knowledge on maintenance
practices, such as tuning. As one of the most
accessible and easiest instruments to learn, there
are few better options than the ukulele when it
comes to introducing children to music!
One-off taster sessions and half-term blocks
are available.

MUSIC APPS

(KS1)

All aboard the Tune Train! A fun, engaging and noisy workshop for Key Stage 1, the
Music Apps Workshop will allow children to explore a wide range of musical
applications that delve into various instruments and music styles. With a range of
carefully selected apps, they will learn key music vocabulary in a compelling and
practical way. As they develop a greater understanding of the apps, they will be given
the opportunity to create their own personalised rhythms and melodies!
Apps include: Tune Train, Toc and Roll, Musical Me! and lots more

MUSIC APPS

(KS2)

Launch(pad) yourself into music! Utilising an assortment of innovative apps, pupils
will explore the inter-related dimensions of music. Building their knowledge of these
apps, pupils will learn to create their own pieces of music in a range of styles and
genres. Alongside learning to compose on the iPad, pupils will also be able to record
their own sounds and voices into the apps - using them as part of their own songs!
Apps include: Launchpad, Chrome Music Lab, Keezy, Drummer, Sound Forest and
many more!

BANDLAB

(UKS2)

Create the DJs of the future by teaching pupils how to produce their own dance
tracks using Bandlab; an excellent online tool for any budding music maker.
Pre-loaded with hundreds of brilliant loops and samples, pupils will learn the key
tools to manipulate their chosen sounds into a fully fledged dance track.
Once the basic techniques have been mastered,
your children will be left with a whole world of
electronic composition at their disposal.
hi-impact will provide your school with the Bandlab
logins required for this exercise.

CURRICULUM SUPPORT
hi-impact believe that music is a vital part of the creative curriculum - one that is
often overlooked. In response, the hi-impact team are now offering regular
curriculum support sessions for all year groups!
Through a 6 week project, children will learn how to compose, play instruments,
utilise music technology, write in different notation forms and perform their work.
Planning and assessment will be done alongside the class teacher to ensure that the
children’s needs are being met and CPD appropriately delivered.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SCHOOL
EQUIPMENT WORKSHOP
Musical inspiration can be found anywhere, you just need to know where to look!
Learn to use those instruments lurking in the back of your store cupboard and lead
your class in a mixture of tuned and untuned percussion. You can also create musical
backdrops to stories, write songs for history and draw influence from accomplished
composers; this will allow you to gain confidence in leading your class in group
sessions and teach them how to use instruments correctly.

MUSIC AUDIT
hi-impact now offer a comprehensive Music Auditing service which will help you:
Ensure music is well-planned across the school
Know how much music is being taught across the school
Audit your teachers’ confidence and competence
in delivering the curriculum
Track attainment and pupil outcomes
Know what instruments you have and review how
they are utilised
Get your subject leader ‘Deep Dive Ready' by
using your hi-impact days to support your
school's musical needs.

FURTHER INFORMATION
MUSIC LEAD SUPPORT
Music planning stuck in a rut? Unsure how to help your colleagues? Want to know
how to integrate technology into your music lessons? Use your curriculum days to
meet with hi-impact, solve these problems and reinvigorate your subject.

STAFF MEETINGS
Incorporate interactive, hands-on staff meetings to ensure all of your teachers are
fully-equipped with a range of different music apps and resources that can support
their teaching of music.

THEMED WEEKS
Themed Weeks are a great way to boost a subject across the school, but it can be
difficult to hit the right note. Luckily, hi-impact can assist you in planning the whole
week; providing a range of experiences to breathe fresh life into your curriculum.

TIMEFRAME
Most sessions can be tailored to a half or full day of consultancy. For more
information, please contact hi-impact by emailing office@hi-impact.co.uk or by
calling 0151 638 6283

ORGANISATION
Although workshops are normally planned for up to thirty pupils at a time, hi-impact
are also more than capable of providing bespoke workshops; meeting the specific
requirements of your school/classroom to ensure all are given the opportunity to
enrich their CPD.
*Depending on the location of the school, overnight accommodation and travel may be charged.*

For more information and prices please contact us on 0151 638 6283 or office@hi-impact.co.uk

www.hi-impact.co.uk
hi-impact consultancy ltd, Innovation House, Power Road,
Bromborough, Wirral, CH62 3QT
0151 638 6283

